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Based on Michel Foucault’s idea of the power/knowledge relationship reflecting a sense of cultural criticism of the modern world, this paper investigates the issue of madness as a signifier in Briefing for a Descent into Hell, challenging the status quo of culture from all aspects, socio-political, medical, historical perspectives.
How does one define madness or insanity? One can attempt a definition by contrasting the term with the definition which recognizes one who has lost all sense of self and the society or culture that produces the so-called insane.
























Foucault in Madness and Civilization preoccupies himself with the issue of madness, what one thinks at a particular time, why one must have such thought at the time and who decides what in the society.
The concept of mental illness or insanity which includes: delusions, lucid intervals, moral insanity, schizophrenia, and psychosis is enormous to define. However, it has been taken to mean the, abnormal state of the human mind which is conditioned and deluded. Sanity on the other hand would be the mind untainted by those defilements; it would be what is pure and clear.
Foucault’s acceptance or awareness of the existence of a dimension which he calls “savior”, “episteme or “archive” is very visible in most of his theories because to him, these things control the conscious, normal, rational functioning of  one’s thought and consciousness as one can see forms the basis of Foucault’s discourse.
  In Madness and Civilization, Foucault treats the issue of madness as a gateway to knowledge. He considers madness as an element of reason and this study intends to see how this theory can be weaved into literary discourse by applying it to the discussion of Doris Lessing’s Briefing for a Descent into Hell. Michel Foucault describes the history of madness as the history of the Other – of that which, for a given culture, is at once internal and foreign, therefore for him, to be excluded (as to exorcise the interior danger) or being shut away (in order to reduce its otherness); or the history of the order imposed on things does not mean that it would be the history of the Same. 
 Foucault asserts that insanity should be defined according to a particular society’s definition of irrational behavior, rather than an amalgam of symptoms. This phenomenon contributes to modern society’s continually evolving characterization of madness. To Foucault, madness consists of peculiarities all people share, and by identifying and isolating those qualities, “we can relieve ourselves of the fear that this strangeness is our own.” According to Foucault, society seeks to confine the “other” lest it contaminate the social order. Those people considered “mad” are institutionalized so society may avoid those it deems beyond contempt; madness “betrays a form of conscience to which the inhuman can suggest only shame. Nichole Maiman (2004:3).
 To Foucault, the concept of madness is used to maintain the dominant order and so, mental illness could be better explained as a troublemaker’s disruption of the social and cultural orders; for this reason, madness is as shameful and fearful as Foucault portrays it to be in his book, The Order of Things: An Archeology of the Human Science (1973)
In literature, madness is a powerful device in that the insane are sometimes frightening, sometimes comical, and often believed to have insights that escape those bound by rational thought. In literature also one finds delusional madness as incredibly compelling. 
And where popular culture goes, gaming follows. So characters afflicted with madness in one form or another have been around for a long time. They can be exciting, interesting, compelling, frightening... or really annoying, but mad all the same.
The prevalence of depictions of madness in literature paralleled the growth of the scientific and medical study of insanity. Increasingly madness is seen more as a social problem rather than a medical one. Madness is viewed as the absence of reason, and therefore, evil. Madness is also viewed by some as the overindulgence of the imagination. Mental illness has always been subject to debate: who is sane, who is insane, and who judges what? Every generation and every society create its own peculiar ideas about the causes and characteristics of madness and how a mad person should look and behave, and it is usually these prevalent ideas, claims Nichole Maiman (2004:2) rather than those of medical professionals, that manifest themselves in literature, theater, and music.
 Creative imagination and madness are often linked hence in time past, some artist were regarded as insane and were confined to asylums. Writers have also documented different experiences of insanity, both realistically and sensationally in their works. Shelley’s opinion is made manifest in poetry and in The Defense of Poetry where he subscribes to the "inner world” and the realm of creativity and of madness, he reveals frustration of the writer because to him, art has not really been able to mirror the true vision of this “inner world” he talks about. Tennyson sees the connection between art and madness differently by paying attention to the encroachment of insanity upon society. Madness to Tennyson, attacks the mind, and invariably attacks the health of the nation.  Other writers have also dwelt on the issue of madness- Bronte’s famous novel, Jane Eyre, Hawthorne’s The Scarlet Letter, Melville’s Moby Dick, Packard’s The Prisoner’s Hidden Life or Insane Asylums Unveiled all one way or the other mirror insanity and the society’s handling of the issue.
   Lessing, very much like Foucault and other writers sees madness as a form of knowledge which in this case liberates not by offering one more possibilities among the choices that one is presented with but by preserving one from the frustration of attempting the impossible. This idea is vividly expressed in the novel under discussion.
The novel dwells on the experience of a middle class academic in a lunatic asylum. He is seen at the beginning of the novel, rambling, hallucinating, talking aloud and the conclusion one draws from all these is very clear, possibly something terrible is happening to the individual and this could well be insanity. For the individual under discussion, the next port of call is the Intake Hospital.
As Foucault proclaims, these institutions and disciplines are powerful instruments and so are meant to control the society and they actually control the society by excluding any social deviant and the so-called undesirables, the asylum of course is one of such powerful institutions. The inmates of the asylum are not just the mentally derailed, they could be dissidents of all kinds, and they may even be academics, journalists and the rest of them who dare to challenge the status-quo. 
   The Intake Hospital may well stand for Foucault’s “Hopital General” in Madness and Civilization, a place meant for the treatment of cases of insanity, a medical establishment, but in Foucault’s book, it represents a “semi-judicial” structure where society judges, decides and executes.
     MADNESS IN DORIS LESSING’S BRIEFING FOR A DESCENT INTO HELL
 The man in Briefing for a Descent into Hell, later to be known as Professor Charles Watkins, particularly through his rambling and mumbling makes one believe he is on a journey with his friends-George, Charlie and Miles but at this junction he talks about his friends disappearance in a disc while he is left alone to complete the circling they started together. (p24). The experience of Professor Charles Watkins brings to mind the idea that the common denominator in Lessing's fictional world is the concept of mind, the fact that the mind is constantly discovering, interpreting and ultimately shaping its own reality. Borrowing the term "abnormal consciousness" to designate the mental states of heightened receptivity experienced by many of Lessing's protagonists, Rubenstein (1980:286-290) analyzes depicted mental experience, erecting it almost into the metacharacter of Lessing's work.
         Briefing for a Descent into Hell which is a fascinating look inside the mind of a man who is supposedly “mad”  talks about a man, who is found wandering around in London. He is taken into a psycho ward for observation/ treatment and it soon turns out that the man in question has lost his memory. In the novel, one sees the man sleeping, dreaming intense and interesting dreams. Eventually he wakes up and the hospital staff tries to find out about his identity - then begins the task of making the man and the identity meet. Lessing has been acclaimed to document the significance of dreams, mental illness, and involuntary mental experience, and why not, no one can deny their existence both in life and in texts. Nevertheless, she disapproves of them unless they can be refined for the purposes of creating fiction. Though she is undeniably interested in the life-spam of the mind, she is not engaged in creating metaphysics of Consciousness as some critics have often stated and this is clearly pointed out in most of her works. For instance, Prof. Charles in Briefing undergoes the mental journey even before going through a physical one, ruminating over his war experience and from his rambling and uttering, one can only guess where his focus is. He is actually remembering his friends who died during the Second World War. Charles Watkins’s whole mental state at this moment is clearly indicative as he tries to come to terms with the effect of the gun on a human body which to him may have been responsible for the sudden disappearance of his dear friends –a metaphoric disappearance with a disc.
       When one enters into Watkins’ unbridled consciousness, one finds oneself going round and round and round with him but his central mission as stated in the novel (very much like everyone else’s) is to be influenced by another circle –represented in the moon, because, it is during the full moon that the disc, also known as the crystal comes to take Watkins off for another journey. So any time he sees the crystal, he knows there is an imminent journey. 
During this journey, Watkins encounters the archetypal white bird which guards him, protecting him from the rat-dogs and monkeys whose endless fight has greatly contaminated the city to which his journey takes him. This also explains his experience during the war.
He had been in North Africa, Italy, Yugoslavia and all around the world and each destination, presents him with a different challenge but one thing is constant, in all the places he had been, the rat-dogs and monkeys (human beings) were present and they had ravaged the whole place with war.
     The descent of the gods is a cycle of death and rebirth. This is Lessing’s way (very much like Golding) of saying that man has degenerated into a beast and there is the need to restore him to normalcy. Watkins’s view of the world as two semi-circles suggests that there is a kind of imperfection plaguing the world one lives in, the circles also suggest that in the present state of things, what is evidenced is the unity of the good, the bad and the ugly. The cycles of moon, myth and men are good news enough but is there an escape from them? The answer as shown in the novel clearly points to the negative, the only way out is to learn to live with the situation and if possible make the best out of it all.
  Professor Watkins’s endless journey is the type that takes one through consciousness reminding one of Conrad’s Marlow penetrating the heart of darkness. Watkins’s journey is a descent into hell of rat-dogs and monkeys whose bestiality form a circle in the consciousness and it is a journey into a kind of prison of consciousness and time signaling a quest for the ultimate which may be difficult to attain but rather gives a momentary relief
   The crystal in the novel serves as a link of two worlds- the inner and the outer worlds. It is for Lessing, a symbol of man’s inner thought just as madness is a symbol of thought for Foucault in Madness and Civilization.  Charles’ description of life in the solar provides an imaginary escape for the individual from the dreary constraint of reality and this description brings to mind Ben Okri’s world of the “spirits” in his famous novel, The Famished Road
       Lessing uses the experiences of Charles Watkins to interrogate the world human beings find themselves,  the world that is generally agreed to be imperfect, the world that does not allow the individual to fulfill his/her deepest desires. The world that does not permit rebellion from the embittered man which buttresses Foucault’s idea that man is constantly under the iron grips of the society hence to him, knowledge is power, without knowing, man can do nothing about his predicament. It is often said that the day a mad man realizes that he is mad, his madness is half cured, in the same way knowledge of any kind empowers mankind- it not surprising after all, it was the quest for knowledge that brought about the first documented sin of man.
       Professor Charles Watkins as seen in the novel is doomed to spin endlessly in the currents of the Atlantic, he tries to make a landfall at last on a tropical shore but discovers a ruined stone city, participates in bloody rituals in the paradisiacal forest, witnesses the savage war of the Rat-dogs and is borne on the back of the lordly White Bird across the sea of the dead. Finally, the Crystal claims him, whirling him out into space on a breathtaking cosmic journey.  Watkins as a patient of Central Intake Hospital is an enigma to the doctors who try to subdue his mind but are unable to achieve this as Watkins continues to build an astonishing fantasy of the world around him. 
        Charles Watkins, like Foucault, laments what he feels is the tragedy of human existence. If madness as Foucault puts is part and parcel of civilization, then it is accepted by the society as part of existence and through it man is given a second birth as documented in the novel Briefing for a Descent into Hell. Through Watkins’s experiences, he is able to learn that until man sees the task before him and keeping alive in anyway possible what he stands for, until man realizes that humanity with all its fellows creatures (plants and animals) make up a whole, the world will always be in conflict with itself. The war that is tearing Charles apart is caused by only a handful of individuals who put their selfish needs first before the interest of others. Lessing in this sense is of the opinion that given half the chance, man begins to see himself as the ultimate, paying no attention to other people’s wishes or needs and until men begin to see each other’s opinion, there is no ray of hope for humanity. Not seeing each other’s point of view is actually what brought about the war. Not seeing each other’s point of view is also responsible for the long stay Charles in the hospital as doctors X and Y are never in agreement, so he stays on until society helps to normalize him. This also goes to buttress Foucault’s idea that it is the society that determines who or not is mad. Charles remains a mad man and kept in confinement until the society deems it fit for him to be released.
        At the end of the novel, Lessing posits that for one to know something, one has to be a part of that thing- is experience not supposed to be the best teacher? Perhaps this is why most novels or work on this subject-madness are often written by those who one way or the other have lived through this experience. It is known that Bessie Head, the author of A Question of Power experienced madness at a point in her life.  It is not established that Lessing had similar experience but this is the subject she is portraying in Briefing for a descent into Hell and the institutional handling of the case.
    In Briefing for a Descent into Hell, Lessing invokes the image of the circle and square which she represents through the Mandala square, this place is in ruin and it is the place chosen for Watkins’s spiritual journey which may be commenting on the author’s belief that there is a connection between science and spirituality particularly in the domain of literature. Through consciousness, Lessing exposes the inner walkings of the human mind and in this case, one can say that consciousness is the nucleus of this journey in the novel. Lessing in this stead shares her major theme- the fragmentation of civilization and consciousness-with a great many modern writers such as William Faulkner, James Joyce, Virginia Woolf, and William Golding. Possessing what is still too often rare for women writers.
    In Briefing for a Descent into Hell, Lessing talks about a “brave new world” in madness. The age of “reason” championed by Samuel Johnson could not address the issue of madness, to them then, it was merely a social disease and this perhaps made Foucault to embark on the project of writing the story of madness. Though, historians believe that continuity is what makes history possible, Foucault, with his knowledge of history, uses narrative as a mode of linking the past to the present. Like Foucault, Lessing is of the opinion that western philosophy has not really been honest in that it creates “otherness” in form of “Hopital Gneneral” in Madness and Civilization and “Intake Hospital” in Briefing for a Descent into Hell. These structures serve as exclusion zones for the so-called “others” in society, they are structures for confinement.
Like Foucault also, Lessing believes that the west has always needed an “other” hence as soon as one disease disappears from the society, the same society immediately creates another one and the idea of always placing the “other” side-by-side events in society are looked at too in the novel as it forms Foucault’s critique, particularly directed at western humanism. 
  In Briefing for a Descent into Hell, Lessing pays great attention to the co-existence of multiple consciousness or realities which she craftily designed to ridicule the absurdity of what society regards as real. It is obvious that she is conversant with Foucault’s ideas on knowledge, power and the issues of madness as she constantly reflects on the literary concept of consciousness. She explores the nature of the self and consciousness; she also presents an insight into the gulf between the “inner” and the “outer” state of mind with great emphasis on myth and archetypal pattern of experience. It is at this point that one can state that Lessing is only using Charles Watkins to mirror her own inner crisis, her own experience as far as madness is concerned.
        In Briefing for a Descent into Hell, Lessing shows the long and painful road man treads to attain a higher form of life. The pressures of social conformity on the individual and mental breakdown under this pressure are subjects that Lessing mirrors in her Briefing for a Descent into Hell. She provides recognition of the primacy of experience; experience over attempts to categorize and feel it, she makes attempts also to draw up a conviction that abstractions can give way to the on-going and inscrutable process of life as it were. She is concerned about the survival of the spirit, particularly with the hope that there can be compassion in the world for the so-called “other” in the society, a compassion that will eliminate the reductive categorizations.
          Lessing creates a state of degeneration in the novel and also a recovery or a total restoration from the loss of sanity and one finds that from memory, man is able to gain his lost past, one is also made to believe that memory preserves man, permits him some level of survival, but only as a fragment until death or some passage beyond brings him back to the knowledge of himself. Madness which is the focus here is viewed by Lessing as a battle with the mind, a battle with society’s handling of the “sickness”, a battle with set-down roles of the “other” in society. She laments the difficulties the individual faces in his attempt to survive. She presents Charles Watkins as exhausted and overwhelmed but from all indications rather than discourage him, she urges him on as she does all humanity. The white bird in Briefing for a Descent into Hell is what Jacques Lacan would want to call the “demon” in man-man’s aggressiveness. Even then, Lacan believes that it is that demon that guards man on to self-actualization and self-betterment as it is the duty of this demon to resist seduction and maintains man’s path. This demon’s inability to ignore seduction turns dialogue into fight for either life or love as clearly shown in the battle of the rat-dogs and monkeys in Briefing for a Descent into Hell. For Lacan therefore, reason can be subverted and in the case of Watkins, one can say that the logic of madness is that unconditional surrender and loss of autonomy since the man in this situation is being governed by forces above him the same way Foucault and Lessing suggest. 
        Lessing acknowledges her temporal distance from, as well as her psychological proximity to, the horrors of industrial carnage by underscoring the decisive yet insidious impact of calamitous events existing in the World And to Lessing, What is lost is something that never existed – a fully recoverable past.
       Through Foucault’s writing, one is able to re-evaluate Nietzsche’s idea of “morality”, “rights and duty” for he proposes an ethic of “care for the self” a care for the self for itself, so Foucault, very much like Lessing, never subscribes to the self being governed by some externally or internally legislated codes and this aspect of western humanism, he finds appalling.


CONCLUSION    
With Briefing for a Descent, Lessing mirrors societies, where corruption and wrong- minded people are able to take power for their own agendas. She believes that when a society loses respect and interest in its culture, art, music, language, books, freedom to think and debate and discuss that community will not survive and when nature is desecrated and people squander the riches of the world, only barbarism, ignorance and flat-mindedness will be evidenced.
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